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Abstract 

We describe the self-stabi~zed hoiogmphic recording in Fe-doped LiNb@ crystals reaching almost 100% ~ffm~tion 
efficiency using weak interfering beams of 514.5 nm wavelength, even for relatively low light pattern modulation values. 
The evolution of the recording process is shown to be adequately described by a simple mathematical formulation based on 
Kogelnik’s coupled-wave theory in spite of the dynamic nature of the recording process. Crystal parameters computed from 
this experiment are compared to the available data from literature. 

1. Introduction 

Self-stabilized techniques have been extensively 
used for holographic recording in Bi&i02n(BSO)- 
type photorefractive crystals [ 1 ] exhibiting low 

diffraction efficiency and 90”-shifted holograms. In 
these conditions self-diffraction effects are negligible 
or may just result in the variation of the light pattern 

modulation along the crystal thickness. This is not 
valid for doped LiNbO3 and photovoltaic crystals 
in general, that are known to reach large diff~ction 

efficiencies and to produce 1 80°-shifted holograms. 

This is the usual case for doped LiNbO3 with a 
grating vector along the c-axis as has been shown 
by precise microphotometric investigations [ 21 and 
by two-beam coupling measurements [3]. In these 

crystals ph~e-coupling effects are expected if the 
recording is performed with interfering beams of 
different intensity that lead to a progressive shifting 
or bending in the hologram phase planes throughout 
the crystal thickness [4-71. Such holograms will be 
here referred to as “bended” holograms. The question 

arises whether self-stabilized recording may ever be 

possible in these conditions. 
In this paper we report the successful use of self- 

stabilized holographic recording in LiNbO3 crystals 
using weak recording beams (a few mW/cm2 at A = 

514.5nm) of wide different input beam intensity ra- 
tios. An almost 100% diffraction efficiency is reached 
in these conditions that is indefinitely kept as long as 

the stabilization system is on. We also show that a sim- 
ple mathematical model based on Kogelnik’s coupled- 
wave theory [ 81 adequately describes the di~action 

efficiency evolution in spite of the dynamic nature of 

the recording process that may lead to phase-coupling 
effects [ 41. 

2. Theory 

The stabilized recording setup in this experiment 
is similar to the already described one for BSO-type 
crystals [ 1 ] and is shown in Fig. 1. The basic proce- 
dure is phase modulation (with amplitude &J -=x 1) 
of one of the inte~ering beams (S in this case), with 
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to RECORDER 

Fig. 1. Self-stabilized recording setup. M: mirror, PZT: piezoeiec- 
tric supported mirror, BS: beamsplitter, PRC: LiNbOj crystal, D: 
detector, LA: lock-in amplifier, HV: high voltage amplifier for 
PZT, OSC: oscillator 

a frequency fi that is much higher than the frequency 
response of the crystal. The overall irradiance Is along 
the S-direction at the crystal output results from the in- 
terference of the modulated transmitted S-beam with 
the diffracted R-beam. Is is written following the sim- 
ple Kogelnik’s fo~ulation for a refractive-index grat- 
ing that is #-shifted to the interference pattern of light 

[8,91: 

1s = ~s()cos(Kd)exp[it,b~sin(~t)] 

f i exp( i(i3)Rc sin( Kd) I’, 

with 

m,d 
Kd=------, 

A cos et 

m = -n~~re~~sc/2, (3) 

where So = (I!$ ‘j2, RO = (Ii> ‘i2, and the corre- 
sponding input it-radiances are I: and Zg. The term 
exp [ i& sin( at) ] accounts for the phase modulation 
of beam S, d is the crystal thickness, A the light wave- 
length, 8’ the incidence angle inside the crystal, n,ff 
the co~esponding (ordinary or extraordin~) bulk 
refractive index, r,g the effective electrooptic coeffi- 
cient, and & is the amplitude of the modulated space 
charge field. The development of Eq. (1) allows to 
find the expressions for the amplitude of the first (Z”) 
and the second (ZzR) h~onics in fi 

Z” = $&,Zn( m/2) sin( 2Kd) SiIl{q) , (4) 

Z2” = (~d/2)2ZO(~/2) sin(2tcd) cos(p), (5) 

where absorption effects are neglected, p = 4 f 90”, 
m = 2(Z,0Z~)‘/“/(Z$+Z~) is the pattern of light mod- 
ulation, and lo = Ii + Il. In crystals with dominat- 
ing photovoltaic field, as in the present case, this field 
is more than two orders of magnitude larger than the 
diffusion field. From a simple estimation, not taking 
into account the dynamic energy transfer t: lo], we 
get 4 % 180” for the expected phase shift with an 
error smaller than 1 percent. So 50 = -90” and we 
get Z2” = 0. Therefore ZzR can be used as error- 
signal for operating a negative feedback loop act.ing on 
the piezoelectric-supported mirror in the holographic 
setup in Fig. 1. This technique is called self-stabilized 
recording because the recorded hologram itself is used 
as a reference for the stabilization process: any per- 
turbation in the setup will shift sp away from its sta- 
tionary cp = -90” condition thus making Z2” f 0 and 
resulting in a voltage on the piezoelectric so that the 
PZT-supported mirror will move to compensate for 
the perturbation until the stable equilibrium ZzR = 0 
condition is restored. There are two stable ~uilibrium 
conditions [ 111 for 1’” = 0 depending on whether the 
pattern of light is fixed at 4 = 180” or at Q, = 0’ to the 
hologram being recorded. One position produces con- 
structive recording and the other one erasure. We may 
switch from one condition to the other by just changing 
the sign of the Z*” signal at the corresponding lock-in 
splicer output. Once the constructive recording con- 
dition is chosen and red = a/2 (17 = sin2( Kd) = 1) 
is reached, any further increase in Kd will produce a 
change in the sign of Z2” in Eq. (5) leading to sta- 
bilized erasure. Cons~uently Icd will drop below the 
listing lr/2 value and the cons~uctive holographic 
recording will start again, and so on. That is why the 
system is supposed to be in stable equilibrium at v = 1 
and will stay at this point as long as the stabilization 
is on, As mentioned above, LiNb03 exhibits strong 
phase-coupling effects that are expected to result in 
bended holograms 141, and in this case it is not ob- 
vious that the simple relations above will still verify 
and enable operating the stabilization setup. 

The time evolution of signal Vn = koZ” (ko = 
24.7 Vcm2/mW is the photodetector sensitivity) is 
assumed to be described by an exponentiai time evolu- 
tion for the ~plitude of the electric space charge field 
in the crystal, in which case Eq. (4) can be written as 
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Fig. 2, Measured first harmonic evolution during elf-s~biii~d 
holographic recording and erasure in LNbO3 :Fe (sample SC # I, 
extraordinary polarization, II = 5.1 mW/cm* and 12 = 10.0 
mW/cm2). The odd cycles correspond to holographic record- 
ing, whereas the even cycles correspond to hologmphic erasure. 
Diffraction efficiency measured at the end of the cycles: v cz 1 
and q M 0, respectively, for the odd and even cycles. 

V’(t) = Asin{B[ 1 - exp( --t/r)]}, (6) 

where 

(8) 

7 = E&&@kr, (91 

where +$r3 is the static dielectric constant and ~0 is the 
electric permittivity of vacuum. The space charge field 
in Eq. (8) can be written in terms of the photovoltaic 
field Ei,i-, so that 

eC = EPh = $h~/(d, ( 10) 

where ‘cph is a photovolt~c traqort COe~~~nt [ 121, 

CT the photoconductivity and I the effectively absorbed 
irradiance [ 131. 

3, Experiment 

Self-stabilized holographic experiments were car- 
ried out using different Fe-doped LiNb03 crystals with 
their c-axis in the incidence plane and parallel to the 
grating vector K. An interference pattern of light of 
A = 514.5 nm was projected onto the whole crystal 
surface, where the incidence angle in air was B = 16”. 

700 800 

Time (s) 

900 

Fig. 3. Fit of E?.q. (6) (continuous curve) to the experimental data 
(crosses) from the cicle number 3 in Fig. 2. 

The V” signal was measured along the S-direction be- 
hind the crystal and its evolution was registered during 
the holographic recording whereas the V2” = 0 (and 
consequently q = -90’) condition was kept fixed by 
the action of the stabilization system. The evolution of 
V” in non-stabilized conditions was always strongly 
perturbated and non-reproductible for the long time of 
recording required by the rather low intensity of the 
recording beams and environmental conditions in our 
experiments. The experimental evolution of V” at the 
photodetector output during self-stabilized recording 
is plotted in Fig. 2 for the sample SC# 1 (thickness 
d = 1.78 mm) using extraordin~ly polarized Ar* 
laser beams. At the end of the first recording cycle, 
the beam R was momentarily switched off in order to 
measure the diffraction efficiency of the recorded grat- 
ing and it was verified that almost all light (more than 
95%) along the &beam was diffracted showing that, 
within experimental unce~~nties, the 9 = 1 condition 
was reached. This condition was actually verified to 
hold indefinitely as long as the stabili~tion was on, as 
shown by the trace at the end of the recording cycle, in 
agreement with the theoretical discussion above. Af- 
ter some time we changed the sign of the feedback 
signal at the output of the ‘t&!-tuned lock-in ~plifier 
in the stabilization loop. In this case the pattern of 
light is 1 80°-shifted from its former position and stabi- 
lized holographic erasure proceeds. Stabilized record- 
ing and erasing were alternatively performed several 
times. At the end of each recording cycle (odd num- 
bers in Fig. 2) we measured q w 1 whereas at the end 
of the erasure ones (even numbers in Fig. 2) it was 
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Table I 
Expe~~ntal rest&s 
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Sample Pol. ad A (V) fJ (md) r (s) S (JO-” m3/J) 

Exp. Theor. 

SC#l ORD 4.8 9.6 1.46 4.0 4.4 1360 0.29 0.33 
EXT 5.1 10.0 0.95 8.4 8.7 590 1.51 

TO2-12 EXT 9.5 5.0 0.19 18.2 5.7 2530 0.77 1.05 
751-8 EXT 5.8 0.8 0.99 - 7.8 1760 1.46 

Q M 0. Note that the maxima for the successive cycles 

are decreasing, probably due to the increasing amount 
of light scattered away from the crystal. The lowering 

in the successive maxima follows an exponential law 
where the time constant is 950 s for our experimental 

conditions. Fig. 3 shows a fit of the I$. (6) (contin- 

uous curve) to the experimental data (crosses) from 

cycle number 3 of Fig. 2. All other cycles in Fig. 2 

showed a good agreement with the theory as that one 
plotted in Fig. 3. From this fit, parameters A, B and r 
were computed and displayed in Table 1. 

The same experiment was repeated with the same 
sample using ordinarily polarized light. The time evo- 
lution of V” in this case was slower probably due 
to the larger bulk ordinary absorption coefficient, but 

showed the same good agreement with the theoretical 

model. A similar good fit was obtained for a differ- 
ent sample (labelled TO2-12, 0.94 mm thick) using 

extraordin~ily polarized light. This sample exhibits 

a lower absorption coefficient and looks much more 
uniform compared to sample SC#l . 

Another experiment was performed using a third 
sample (75 l-8,0.85 mm thick) and higher input beam 
ratio (x 7.3) of extraordinarily polarized light. Dif- 
ferently than the above reported experiments, in this 
case a sensible drift of the PZT-supported mirror was 
detected: a progressive shift away from the V20 = 0 
condition that had to be periodically reset back to zero 

during recording. Nevertheless in these conditions the 
stabilized recording did work, 77 E I (with a preci- 
sion better than 5%) was also reached and the exper- 
imental time evolution of the VR signal shown in Fig. 
4 did adequately fit I$. (6) almost as well as for the 
other experiments described above. 

Because of the high Bragg selectivity of the thick 
recorded holograms in this work, only a single 
diffracted order was detected behind the sample in 

.L-.. 
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Fig. 4. Fit of IQ. (6) (continuous curve) to the ex~~mental data 
(crosses) during self-stabilized holographic recording (sample 
751-8, extraordinary polarization, 11 = 5.8 mW/c& and 12 = 0.8 
mW/cm*). The noisy signal at the beginning was due m the pre- 
liminary adjustment of operating conditions. 

these experiments. The diffraction efficiency was al- 

ways computed as the diffracted beam intensity over 
the diffracted plus transmitted beams intensities be- 
hind the crystal. In this way the recorded hologram 

is better characterized because bulk absorption, uni- 
formly scattered light and Fresnel reflections need 

not be considered. It is also necessary to point out 
that non-st~ilized experiments were also carried out 
but were not registered because they were always 
strongly perturbated and non reproductible leading to 
much lower diffraction efficiencies. 

4. Diiusion 

The parameters B and r are related to fundamen- 
tal crystal constants. In fact the so called holographic 
sensitivity S = n&~+,n~ph/(2&&,) defined as the re- 
fractive index variation per unit absorbed energy in 
the unit crystal volume for unit incident light pattern 



Table 2 
Material parameters 

n* = 2.33 

n, = 2.25 
113 = 8.6 X10-‘* m/V 
r33 = 30.8 x10-‘2 m/V 
s$~ = 32 
‘cp,, % 1.7 x10-” m/V 
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of V2” verified in the experiment for the highest in- 
terfering beam ratio (- 7.3 with m x 0.65) shows 

[I71 that the V2” = 0 condition is not the characteristic 
1171 
[ISI 

one for the equilibrium state. In fact V*” + 0 is pre- 

[ISI 
dicted [ 7 f from dyn~c coupled-wave theory even 

(181 
if i$ = 180” is strictly verified, so that we assume 

[I91 that hologram bending is the reason for the small drift 
in the self-stabilized second harmonic. This assump- 
tion is reinforced by the fact that such a drift is only 
sensible for large interfering beams intensity ratios, 
where hologram bending effects are also supposed to 
increase [ 7,161. On the other hand there is also the 
possibility that a hologram phase-shift slightly differ- 
ent from 180” be the cause of the second h~oni~ 
drift. This latter possibility, however, is not supported 
by any experimental evidence in this work. 

modulation, at the initial recording stage [ 141, can be 
computed from the experiment parameters B and r 

The S values computed from our experimental data 
are reported in Table 1 and are shown to be in good 
agreement with the theoretical values computed from 
the av~lable data in the literature listed in Table 2. 
Note that the theoretical development in this paper is 
concerned with the so called first harmonic approxi- 
mation that is verified for m < 1 but not necessarily 
valid for the m M 1 value in most of the experiments 
described in this paper, a fact that may explain the lack 
of a better agr~ment between experiments data and 
theory in Table 1. It must be also pointed out the pres- 
ence of a strong light scattering effect that may have 
a sensible effect on the measured response time rsC 
[ 151 and may also interfere with a better agr~ment 
with theory. 

The actively imposed V20 = 0 condition allows to 
record the holo~~ in such a way to reach r) = 1 even 
in the presence of a light pattern modulation m con- 
siderably lower than 1. It is not clear yet why a good 
experimental agreement with the Kogelnik’s formula- 
tion is verified in conditions where hologr~ bending 
is expected to occur. Experimental evidences in this 
work indicate that the imposed Vzn = 0 condition does 
apparently prevent hologram bending during record- 
ing. 

5. Conchsions 

Symmetry considerations show that dynamic holo- 
graphic recording in photovolt~ccryst~s leads to non- 
bended holograms as long as the recording is carried 
out with interfering beams of equal intensity. Neither 
energy nor phase coupling are supposed to occur in 
these conditions so that Kogelnik’s fo~ulation does 
hold as was already experimentally verified [ 151. In 
this case the V2” = 0 condition is verified. This is 
not the case of the experiments reported in this paper 
where input intensity beam ratios vary from N 2 N 
‘7 (see Table I) and therefore bended holograms are 
expected to occur. However, our results for different 
samples and light polarization states do fit very well 
the simple Kogelnik’s diffraction efficiency formula- 
tion with the time evolution recording process being 
just represents by a simple exponenti~ relation. This 
simple model does also explain the fact that the v = 1 
condition can be inde~nitely kept in stabilized record- 
ing mode. On the other hand the continuous drift trend 

We have shown that self-stabilized hoIogr~hic 
recording in LiNbOs leads to an almost 100% (within 
the limits of experimental uncertainties) diffraction 
efficiency that can be kept at this level as long as 
stabilization is operating, even for low light pat- 
tern modulation coefficients. The simple Kogelnik’s 
coupled-wave theory is shown to describe fairly well 
the recording process in self-stabilized regime. Ex- 
perimental evidences are here reported showing that 
self-stabilized recording may prevent hologram bend- 
ing in LiNbOs. 

The stabilized recording procedure and the results 
described in this paper may both help developing new 
applications and provide a new technique for studying 
holographic recording in photovol~c crystals. 
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